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can drive convergence in avian
morphology [15,16].
The Loss of an Ancient Lineage
The misleading taxonomy caused by
this convergent evolution has been
rectified by the new DNA-based
analyses, which reveal the surprising
uniqueness of these Hawaiian birds.
The last sighting of a Hawaiian
Chaetoptila occurred in 1859, and three
of the fourMoho species were likewise
extinct by the mid-1900s. The final
surviving species, Moho braccatus,
persisted in the highlands of Kauai into
the late 1980s, but is now almost
certainly also extinct. The poignancy of
this lineage’s decline is captured in
recordings of the haunting song of the
last (and mate-less) male Kauaii ‘O’o,
which can be played online from the
Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s sound
archive (http://www.birds.cornell.edu/
macaulaylibrary/). Like so much of the
native Hawaiian avifauna, these
honeyeaters were doomed by a lethal
combination of human-caused
stressors [17].
The new phylogenetic evidence
places the split between the Hawaiian
honeyeaters and their living relatives at
about 15 million years ago, a period
coincident with the arrival in the
islands of the bird-pollinated
plants that likely fostered their
nectivorous specializations [4,18]. The
Hawaiian honeyeaters evolved their
nectar-feeding adaptations and
spectacular plumages through this
long period of evolutionary isolation.
As suggested by Fleischer and
his colleagues [4], the Hawaiian
honeyeater lineage is best classified
into its own new family, the Mohoidae.
Sadly, this is the only avian family
known to have gone extinct in
its entirety in the past several
centuries. Its demise therefore
represents the loss of a particularly
divergent evolutionary lineage
[19,20], one that we only now
recognize for its true level of
uniqueness.
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R1134Perceptual Learning: Complete
Transfer across Retinal Locations
A newly developed ‘double training’ technique demonstrates that practice-
dependent improvement in the discrimination of basic visual features will
transfer to a location that has been trained with a different discrimination.
Dominic M. Dwyer
Gibson [1] defined perceptual
learning as ‘‘any relatively permanent
and consistent change in the
perception of a stimulus array,
following practice or experience
with this array’’. This definition
encompasses practice-dependent
improvements in performance
ranging from the observation that
experienced wine-tasters can make
distinctions between complex
multimodal stimuli that are not
possible for novices [2] to the fact
that extensive practice with very
simple discriminations, for example
between the Vernier offsets of two
sets of lines, leads to improved
performance [3].
There is much evidence that
perceptual learning with simple stimuli
can be very specific to the training
situation: changes in the retinal
location or orientation of the lines
between training and test greatly
reduces or abolishes the effect of
practicing Vernier discriminations or
other simple discrimination tasks [3–5].
Such specificity is unlikely to be
present with more complex stimuli,
such as faces [6,7], that are not
restricted to a single retinal location.
Research reported by Xiao et al. [8] in
this issue of Current Biology questions
whether perceptual learning with
simple visual stimuli is genuinely
specific to particular retinal locations
by demonstrating that, with
appropriate training methods,
improvements in discrimination can
transfer completely across locations.
The issue of whether or not
perceptual learning is specific to
trained locations or stimuli is of
Dispatch
R1135critical importance because early
visual cortex contains neurons that are
more selective to the position and
orientation of stimuli than are neurons
further down the visual processing
stream. Thus, the apparent specificity
of perceptual learning to particular
orientations or locations was
considered to be very strong evidence
that the neural mechanisms
underpinning the improvements must
involve the early visual cortex (for
example [9,10]). So consistent have
the observations of stimulus
specificity been that they have, quite
justifiably, been taken as a grounding
constraint on both empirical
investigations and theoretical
accounts of perceptual learning (for
example [10,11]). Despite this, it was
noted over a decade ago that the
specificity in perceptual learning might
lie in what is learnt, rather than where
the learning takes place [12], and this
possibility has only now been directly
investigated [8].
A simplified version of the
double-training version of the Vernier
discrimination task used by Xiao et al.
[8] is shown in Figure 1. Initially
training was given with lines of one
orientation in one location (for example,
vertical lines in the upper left visual
quadrant). In line with previous results,
this produced an improvement in
discrimination performance, but this
improvement did not transfer to
horizontal lines tested at the original
location or to the vertical lines tested at
a different location such as the lower
left visual quadrant (see the leftmost
three bars in Figure 1E).
Subsequently, training was given
with a second orientation at a second
location — for example, horizontal
lines in the lower left visual
quadrant — before testing with the
assignment of line orientation to
training location reversed. This
second phase of training dramatically
changed the results of the critical
transfer tests. Discrimination with the
vertical lines in the lower quadrant was
now as good as it was in the upper
quadrant at which it had actually been
trained. Discrimination with horizontal
lines was as good in the upper
quadrant, where it had not been
trained, as it was in the lower quadrant
where it had been trained (see the
rightmost three bars Figure 1E). Other
experiments confirmed that
double-training allowed for complete
transfer of perceptual learning acrosslocations when the two discriminations
were trained concurrently and when
different types of discrimination,
rather than different orientations of
lines, were used.
The complete transfer of
training-dependent improvement in
discrimination from one retinal
location to another directly challenges
the idea that location specificity is a key
feature of perceptual learning. In turn,
this questions the common belief that
retinotopically organised early visual
cortex is the neural site for perceptual
learning and suggests instead that
more central mechanisms are involved.
This is not to say that perceptual
learning does not influence primary
visual cortex, as there is direct
evidence that it does (for example
[13,14]), but that the critical site for
the process rather than the outcome
of perceptual learning must be
more central or complete transfer
across locations would be
impossible. Location transfer also
implies that a reconsideration is
needed of the role played by
non-retinotipic central brain
mechanisms (for example [15]).
These have previously been
considered in light of the fact that
attention constrains perceptual
learning (for example [16]), but the
results of Xiao et al. [8] suggest that
they might actually underpin the
learning itself rather than simply its
attentional modulation.
Retinotopic specificity would
constrain not only neural models of
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Figure 1. A simplified version of Experiment 3 from [8].
(A) Phase 1 training with Vernier discriminations using vertical lines in the upper left quadrant;
orientation 1-location 1 (Ori1Loc1 in (E), which shows the percent improvement over baseline
in this condition). (B) The transfer test condition orientation 1-location 2 (Ori1Loc2): Vernier
discrimination with the original training stimulus at a new location. (C) Transfer test condition
orientation 2-location 1 (Ori2Loc1): Vernier discrimination with a new stimulus at the original
location. (D) Phase 2 training with Vernier discriminations using horizontal lines in the
lower left quadrant (orientation 2-location 2, Ori2Loc2). The transfer tests shown in (B) and
(C) were performed after both phase 1 and phase 2 training (left and right sides of (E), respec-
tively). Note, in the actual experiment the locations and line orientations were counterbal-
anced. (E) Summary results as mean percentage improvement in discrimination performance
over baseline. The left side shows performance after phase 1 training and the right side shows
performance after phase 2 training.
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R1136perceptual learning but also functional
ones. A number of theorists have
argued that perceptual learning should
be considered as independent of more
general processes which would not be
restricted to stimulus-specific features
or locations (for example [10,17]).
Relaxing this constraint gives
additional support to the alternative
view that more general mechanisms
such as association formation or
categorization can make significant
contributions to perceptual learning
(for example [18–20]). Similarly, by
demonstrating that learning with
simple stimuli can be independent of
location in the same way as more
complex stimuli, Xiao et al.’s [8] work
raises the possibility that perceptual
learning with simple and complex
stimuli might rely on at least partially
overlapping mechanisms.
In summary, by implicating central,
rather than peripheral, mechanisms for
perceptual learning with simple visual
stimuli the demonstration of complete
transfer across retinal locations raises
many interesting possibilities. In
particular, that there might be more
commonalities between perceptual
learning with simple and complex
stimuli and between general cognitive
mechanisms and their perceptualGene Expression: D
the Frequency
Cells often respond to external signals
The external signaling information is tra
concentrations of relevant transcription
that, by encoding this information in the
a transcription factor, the expression of
in a linearly proportional manner.
Narendra Maheshri
The single input module is a prevalent
network motif in genetic regulatory
networks that allows cells to respond
to external signals through the
coordinated regulation of hundreds of
genes. This module consists of
a transcription factor (TF) that directly
regulates the expression of many
downstream genes. Typically, external
signal information is encoded in the
concentration of the TF. Each
downstream gene responds to TFconsequences than have previously
been supposed.
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the various affinities of each
promoter within the single input
module.
By encoding signal information
within TF concentrations and response
information within promoters, cells
are capable of executing regulatory
programs that coordinate the timing
of expression of hundreds of genes.
For example, if the TF within a single
input module is autoregulated by
itself or its targets, the external
signal triggers a slow rise of the TF,
which turns on high-affinity (low K)
genes early and low-affinity (high K)
genes late. Some examples of this
strategy include precise timing in
developmental systems [2], flagellar
biosynthesis in Escherichia coli [3],
and host and viral gene expression
post-infection [4].
However, what if the goal is to
double the expression of all
downstream genes in response to
a change in an external signal?
